
Ingeniously simple.
Simply ingenious.
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Dipl. Ing Lothar Stamer

Passion and Innovation

With ELEMENTS, I wanted the engineer in me to turn up what the 
musician in me had always dreamt of having – an audio rig that sounds 
great, adapts to my demands for size and power, and is ready to go in 
a flash. Since its market launch some two years ago, I discovered that 
others seem to have had that same dream, as the overwhelming response 
from musicians, PA companies and other users would attest.

This is most gratifying for all of us at HK AUDIO. But more than that, it 
is a compelling incentive to continue adapting ELEMENTS to make it an 
even better match for your needs. This is why we developed the E 835, an 
eight-unit array, and built the E 210 Sub AS, an even mightier subwoofer 
with an added power amp. With these components, you can now 
configure and set up even more powerful systems.

Ingeniously simple, simply ingenious – that, in a nutshell, is the 
philosophy behind ELEMENTS. You see it’s not about engineering and 
technology, it’s about you and your music!
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Ingeniously simple.
Simply ingenious.

Simply Ingenious Sound 
ELEMENTS’ award-winning design ensures stellar sound 
throughout the room - not too loud up front; not too soft in 
back. And its speech intelligibility, paired with depth and 
detailing of its sonic image, is nothing short of superb.

Ingeniously Simple Setup
Just a few twists of the wrists and a couple of cords are 
all it takes, and your ELEMENTS system is ready to go. Be 
prepared for your audience to be amazed.

Simply Ingenious Transport
ELEMENTS weighs just a fraction of PAs with comparable 
power ratings, as your back will soon appreciate. But it’s 
not just the ingeniously simple handling that gives cause 
for joy. With its very small footprint, it takes up little space 
on stage and in the car. 

Ingeniously Simply Extendibility
No other system can be extended as quickly as ELE-
MENTS. Simply click-fit to add components, and the rig is 
good to go for bigger gigs.
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E 435
Mid/High Unit

Made of extruded aluminum and featuring 
true line array technology, the mid/ high 
unit delivers homogeneous, natural-
sounding response, rendering voices and 
instruments with astonishing authenticity. 
A novel coupler/ bus combination called 
E-Connect provides fast, convenient 
means of linking it to other elements.

E 835 
Mid/High Unit

Our engineers developed the E 835 
mid/ high unit to afford you even greater 
flexibility when you want to set up bigger 
systems. Loaded with eight speakers, 
it can handle 300 watts at 8 ohms 
impedance. The E 835 comes highly 
recommended when you want to minimize 
the number of mechanical connections. 
The E 835 and E 435 mid/ high units’ 
design and tuning are identical, so feel 
free to combine them. 

HK AUDIO ELEMENTS is your recipe for audio success. Whatever size 
audience or venue you wish to address, you can set up a rig suitable 
for every situation using ELEMENTS components. It’s a perfect match – 
mechanically, electrically, and acoustically – every time. Opt for just two 
mid/high units and one subwoofer to pipe in subdued background music. 
Go with a more muscular rig with a solid bass foundation for your DJ gig. 
Rock out with a full-blown band. Whatever you wish to do, ELEMENTS 
gets it done faster, easier, and with more space-saving convenience than 
ever before. And permanent installation is a piece of cake with the two 
Install Sets.
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EF 45
Base

The base accommodates the mid/ high 
units, amp module, and mounting pole. 
Its extendible feet ensure the mounted 
elements sit on a stable, secure platform. 

• Stable system base with a small footprint

• Integrated E-Connect bus 

• Two parallel NL4 ports 

• 45-51 x 31 x 12.5 cm; 7.7 kg

EP 1/EP 2
Speaker Poles

These speaker poles are unlike any other. 
They enable simple, speedy setup for 
smaller configurations. Freely adjustable, 
they forward the signal to the top-mounted 
mid/ high units via the internal E-Connect 
coupler/ bus – no speaker cords 
necessary.

• Anodized aluminum with twist-lock fastener

• EP 1: Adjustable height from 95 to 160 cm
• EP 2: from 44 to 60.5 cm

• Integrated E-Connect bus

•  Exceedingly light weight
EP 1 = 0.8 kg
EP 2 = 0.5 kg

EA 600
Amp Module

Sharing the mid/ high unit’s elegant 
design, the amp module is a perfect 
visual and mechanical match. Its 600-
watt, Class-D power amp provides plenty 
of juice to drive four mid/ high units or 
a passive subwoofer and two mid/ high 
units.
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E 110 SUB
Passive Subwoofer

This passive subwoofer is the perfect 
add-on for applications demanding even 
more powerful low-end response. It is 
powered by a connected E 110 Sub A or 
EA 600 amp module. It also sports an 
E-Connect port for mid/ high units with 
the amp module.

E 110 SUB A
Active Subwoofer

The surprisingly handy 10" subwoofer 
delivers a tight, low-ranging bass 
foundation. Its 600-watt, Class-D power 
amp can also drive two mid/ high units 
or another passive subwoofer. Equipped 
with two E-Connect ports, the sub unit 
can be placed horizontally or vertically to 
serve as a base for further components. 
The ergonomic carrying handle on the 
top panel makes it easy to tote.
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E 210 SUB AS
Active Subwoofer

The new E 210 Sub AS is a powerhouse 
with not one but two amps in its engine 
room. One 1200 W unit drives the two 
internal 10" speakers, with plenty of juice 
left over for a connected passive L Sub 
1200. The other amp (1200 W) powers up 
to three E 835s (or six E 435s), delivering 
900 watts at 2.7 ohms.

Physical constraints prevent the two active 
subwoofers from being combined within 
the same system.

L SUB 1200
Passive Subwoofer

This passive subwoofer is loaded with two 
10" speakers. Connected to and driven by the 
active E 210 Sub AS’ power amp, it serves 
applications that demand powerful low-end 
performance. 
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E 435 A INSTALL KIT
Mid/High-Unit with Amp Module

Our engineers developed the ELEMENTS 
Install Kit to make installation an exercise 
in speed, efficiency and convenience. 
It consists of one E 435 IL U mid/high 
unit and an EA 600 IL amp module. The 
mounting fixtures are integrated into the 
components.
The amp module is powerful enough to 
drive three more E 435 mid/high units, or a 
combination of one E 435 with one E 835. 
An installed ELEMENTS system swivels 
180° horizontally for alignment purposes.

E 435 INSTALL KIT 
Mid/High Unit

The passive E 435 Install Kit consists of 
two E 435-IL modules. It lets you install up 
to four additional E 435 mid/high units (or 
two E 835s) in one array. To ensure safe 
operation with this type of setup, you will 
need appropriately configured controllers 
and amps.
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Easy to Extend

MODEL TOPS ONLY TOP SUB MIX SUB ONLY

EA 600
Amp Module 

     

up to 4 x E 435
             
max. 1 x E 110 Sub A and max. 2 x E 435 max. 2 x E 110 Sub A

   
or max. 2 x E 435 or max. 1 x E 835

E 110 SUB A
Active 
Subwoofer

 

 
up to 2 x E 435 max. 1 x E 110 Sub

 
or max. 1 x E 835

E 210 SUB AS
Active 
Subwoofer

 
up to 6 x E 435

            
or max. 3 x E 835                    and 1 x L Sub 1200 max. 1 x L Sub 1200
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Voice 1
Great for voice reinforcement at 
conferences, presentations and 
announcements, Voice 1 also covers 
specific zones and pipes in background 
music.
Mono, up to 50 people

Components: 1 x EA 600, 1 x E 435, 1 x EP 1, 1 x EF 45

Voice 2
This inconspicuous solution provides 
powerful voice reinforcement in 
larger conference rooms. Great for 
presentations, zone coverage and 
background music, it can also serve as 
side monitors for vocals and speech.
Mono, up to 150 people

Components: 1 x EA 600, 2 x E 435, 1 x EP 1, 1 x EF 45

Voice 3
A compact setup tuned for powerful voice 
reinforcement, Voice 3 renders canned 
music and is well-suited for smaller a 
cappella gigs and for distributed sound 
reinforcement in larger zones.
Mono, up to 300 people

Components: 1 x E 110 Sub A, 1 x EA 600, 3 x E 435

Voice 4
A stereo system for choirs, larger a 
cappella groups and theater troupes, it 
shines on smaller stages.
Stereo, up to 400 people

Components: 2 x E 110 Sub A, 2 x EA 600, 6 x E 435

Voice 5
This stereo setup provides maximum 
range for larger a cappella groups and 
theater performances, especially on 
outdoor stages with more expansive 
audience areas.
Stereo, up to 500 people

Components: 2 x E 110 Sub A, 2 x EA 600, 8 x E 435

About the audience size: The numbers are more for orientation rather than a defi nite recommendation. The actual coverage will depend on the room’s size, shape, appointments and furnishings, the 
area that you want to cover, and the desired SPL.
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From one day to the next, ELEMENTS made my life as a musician ingeniously 

simple. After all this time, I fi nally have a PA that I can easily stow away in my tiny 

compact car and set up without breaking a sweat. Best of all, I won’t have to ever 

again worry about how it’s going to sound. With ELEMENTS, my sound is simply 

ingenious every evening. The natural timbre of my voice reaches every last corner 

of every club. I’m an Elementarian by choice and conviction. What about you? 
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NEU!

Acoustic 1
This handy rig is perfect for acoustic 
guitarists, entertainers and performance 
artists’ small shows in hotels or pubs. 
Mono, up to 100 people

Components: 1 x E 110 Sub A, 2 x E 435, 1 x EP 1

Acoustic 2
A stereo system for acoustic duets, jazz 
trios or performance artists’ small pub 
gigs, it also serves up sweet sound for 
canned music.
Stereo, up to 200 people

Components: 2 x E 110 Sub A, 4 x E 435, 2 x EP 1

Acoustic 3
This stereo setup provides greater range 
and more powerful low end for cabarets 
and smaller outdoor events, and may be 
extended with two mid/high units.
Stereo, up to 300 people

Components: 2 x E 110 Sub A, 

2 x E 110 Sub, 2 x EA 600, 6 x E 435

Acoustic 4 Plus
Much the same setup as Acoustic 4, this 
rig sports larger subwoofers. With just six 
components for even faster setup without 
extra cords, it’s great for acoustic bands 
with bass-heavy percussive instruments. 
It may be split into two smaller setups to 
cover two rooms.
Stereo, up to 400 people

Components: 2 x E 210 AS, 4 x E 835

Acoustic 4
This stereo rig furnishes maximum 
range and even more powerful low 
end to acoustic bands with percussive 
instruments.
Stereo, up to 400 people

Components: 2 x E 210 Sub AS, 4 x E 835

About the audience size: The numbers are more for orientation rather than a defi nite recommendation. The actual coverage will depend on the room’s size, shape, appointments and furnishings, the 
area that you want to cover, and the desired SPL.
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Acoustic 5
A large stereo rig offering flexible setup 
options, it can be configured as an 
inconspicuous mid/high array on stage 
with a separate bass array below the 
stage. It may also be downsized for 
smaller gigs and used as a double stereo 
system with four mid/high units each, for 
example, to cover two rooms.
Stereo, up to 500 people

Components: 4 x E 110 Sub A, 

2 x E 110 Sub, 2 x EA 600, 8 x E 435

Thanks to ELEMENTS, I’m ready for action in just a few seconds 

when I tour bars, pubs and clubs with my solo show. Connect 

ELEMENTS, plug in my mic – it’s that ingeniously simple! 

And the sound is simply so ingenious that I always set up my 

ELEMENTS - even in venues with an installed PA. There’s no 

question about it: I’m an Elementarian through and through!
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NEU! NEU!

NEU!

Band 4
A large stereo system offering utmost 
flexibility and long range, Band 4 is 
an excellent choice for cover and gala 
combos that play company events and 
outdoor stages at town fairs. A compact 
car will do nicely for transportation, and 
one person can set it up in a few minutes.
Stereo, up to 350 people

Components: 4 x E 110 Sub A, 4 x E 110 Sub, 2 x EA 600, 

8 x E 435

Band 4 Plus
With just eight components and minimum 
cabling effort, this high-powered stereo rig 
delivers low-ranging bass with ultra crisp 
response for a rockin’ live sound. The 
sweet price advantage that comes with 
adding Plus components to large setups is 
icing on the cake.
Stereo, up to 350 people

Components: 2 x E 210 Sub AS, 2 x L Sub 1200, 4 x E 835

Band 5 Plus
The biggest rig on the block, its six 
large, high-performance mid/high units 
provide ample reach. Its unobtrusive yet 
upscale design is perfect for events where 
hardware is to be heard and not seen. 
Delivering a uniform sonic image from 
the first to the last row, it easily fits into 
a compact station wagon with plenty of 
space left for other gear.
Stereo, up to 400 people

Components: 2 x E 210 Sub AS, 2 x L Sub 1200, 6 x E 835

Band 2
This powerful stereo system may be 
readily extended thanks to the EA 
600 amp module. It comes highly 
recommended for frequently changing gig 
requirements and configures in various 
ways, including an inconspicuous setup 
option.
Stereo, up to 150 people

Components: 2 x E 110 Sub A, 2 x E 110 Sub, 

4 x E 435, 2 x EA 600, 2 x EP 1, 2 x EF 45

Band 2 Plus
This rig does what Band 2 does, but 
it does it with a mightier low end. The 
Plus components minimize setup time 
and transport effort. The E 210 Sub AS 
subwoofer lets you step up to larger 
setups (Band 4 Plus/Band 5 Plus).
Stereo, up to 150 people

Components: 2 x E 210 Sub AS, 2 x E 835, 2 x EP 1

Band 1
Perfect for pub gigs, it sets up with extra 
cords and fits into every rehearsal room, 
on the tiniest stage and in the smallest 
compact car.
Stereo, up to 50 people

Components: 2 x E 110 Sub A, 4 x E 435, 2 x EP 1

About the audience size: The numbers are more for orientation rather than a defi nite recommendation. The actual coverage will depend on the room’s size, shape, appointments and furnishings, the 
area that you want to cover, and the desired SPL.
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Band 3
This stereo combination serves up 
extended range and dynamics. It may be 
configured in several small systems if you 
wish to cover more than one room. With 
these components in your arsenal, you 
have plenty of flexibility to meet varying 
gig requirements.
Stereo, up to 250 people

Components: 4 x E 110 Sub A, 

2 x E 110 Sub, 2 x EA 600, 6 x E 435

Everything’s so ingeniously simple since we started using 

ELEMENTS. Friends of ours also have a band that relies on 

ELEMENTS, so when we want to rock a big beer tent we 

borrow their system and pack the full 3.6 kW into our bass 

player’s little old compact car. Even a big rig as powerful as 

this goes up within just a few minutes, so we have plenty 

energy left to devote to our show – and that’s simply ingenious. 

So the truth is out: We’re fervent Elementarians. And so is our 

buddies’ band.
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NEU!

NEU! NEU!

DJ 1
This compact stereo rig is wonderful 
for ambient applications and sound 
reinforcement at parties in small rooms. 
Extendable with one each E 435 mid/high 
unit per side, it fits into any small car.
Stereo, up to 50 people

Components: 2 x E 110 Sub A, 2 x E 435, 2 x EP 1

DJ 2 Plus
This powerful stereo setup offers 
beaucoup extension options. The large 
subwoofer delivers plenty of oomph and 
dynamic range for dance beats. And you 
can tote and set it up with no help.
Stereo, up to 200 people

Components: 2 x E 210 Sub AS, 2 x E 835, 2 EP 1

DJ 2
Excellent for larger private parties, this rig 
is easily extended and flexibly installed. 
For even more convenient transport and 
setup, you can downsize it for gigs such 
as small weddings.
Stereo, up to 200 people

Components: 2 x E 110 Sub A, 2 x E 110 Sub, 

2 x EA 600, 4 x E 435, 2 x EP 1, 2 x EF 45

DJ 4 Plus
Eight components, minimum cabling 
effort, and low-ranging bass with ultra 
crisp response for those big beats: this 
high-powered stereo rig delivers all this 
plus the benefits of a price advantage that 
comes with adding Plus components to 
large setups.
Stereo, up to 450 people

Components: 2 x E 210 Sub AS, 2 x L Sub 1200, 4 x E 835

DJ 5 Plus
The biggest rig on the block, its six large, 
high-performance mid/high units reach 
across big rooms. With a uniform sonic 
image from the first to the last row, the 
sound up front is never overly aggressive 
or grating. And this rig easily fits into a 
compact station wagon with plenty of 
space left for your DJ gear. 
Stereo, up to 500 people

Components: 2 x E 210 Sub AS, 2 x L Sub 1200, 6 x E 835

DJ 4
A mighty stereo rig, DJ4 offers utmost 
flexibility for sound reinforcement at larger 
parties, company events and clubs. A 
compact car will do for transportation. 
One person can set it up in minutes flat. 
And it has plenty of reach for outdoor 
stages at town fairs and the like.
Stereo, up to 450 people

Components: 4 x E 110 Sub A, 4 x E 110 Sub, 

2 x EA 600, 8 x E 435, 2 x EF 45

About the audience size: The numbers are more for orientation rather than a defi nite recommendation. The actual coverage will depend on the room’s size, shape, appointments and furnishings, the 
area that you want to cover, and the desired SPL.
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DJ 3
A stereo combination with extended 
range and dynamic response, this setup 
is so remarkably versatile that it is easily 
upsized or split into several small systems, 
for example, to cover a dance floor and 
another room. It’s ideal for larger garden 
parties and tents.
Stereo, up to 300 people

Components: 4 x E 110 Sub A, 

2 x E 110 Sub, 2 x EA 600, 6 x E 435

As the owner of a rental outfi t, I recommend ELEMENTS for 

the ingeniously simple voice reinforcement it can provide at 

fashion shows, presentations, and even for bands that like 

their sound served up punchy. Its unobtrusive visuals are 

well-suited for swankier venues. But ELEMENTS doesn’t just 

look stylish, it also delivers simply ingenious performance. The 

system is ready for use in no time at all and takes up very little 

space in my warehouse. If ELEMENTS was a country, I’d be a 

die-hard Elementarian patriot!
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ELEMENTS – 

Award-Winningly Ingenious 

The MIPA, widely regarded as the musical instrument 
industry’s Grammy, is awarded by more than 100 
international magazines. ELEMENTS took top honors in 
the Pro Audio category, winning accolades for being the 
Best Portable Sound PA. HK AUDIO received the award 
at the Frankfurt Musikmesse, the world’s largest fair for 
music instruments.

Editors’ Choice Awards 2012 

for ELEMENTS

Renowned Electronic Musician magazine bestowed its 
coveted Editor's Choice Award on ELEMENTS at the 
NAMM Show in Anaheim staged by North American Music 
Manufacturers. Its simply ingenious audio properties and 

ingeniously simple extendibility are 
widely recognized, but the magazine 
also extolled the virtues of its easy 
handling and light weight, calling it "a 
chiropractor's nightmare.”

ELEMENTS in a Mini Cooper

Modern-day audio specialists didn’t believe it could be 
done, so proving them wrong had to done the ancient 
Romans way. Quod erat demonstrandum: The 3.6 kW 
ELEMENTS system with eight E435 mid/high units and 
eight E 110 subwoofers does indeed fit into a Mini Cooper 
– with the passenger seat left unoccupied at that!

James Sajeva (Product Manager Korg USA) and 

Wolfgang Schulz (Product Manager HK AUDIO)
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ELEMENTS System Finder

Do you want to find your personal ELEMENTS setup? 
And do you want get feedback quickly, easily, and online? 
Then try the ELEMENTS System Finder. A suitable rig 
is sure to be found with just a few mouse clicks. Simply 
specify the audience size and musical style and your 
system will be revealed to you, including new components 
that are now available. A brief summary provides all the 
orientation you need, and an ELEMENTS dealer is just a 
click away. Simply ingenious indeed.

myElements

Do you wish to learn more about ELEMENTS? Do you 
want to know what technology features prominently 
in it? Or would you care to find out how the ingenious 
E-Connect works? Then simply order myElements 
magazine to learn all this and more lounging on the couch 
in the comfort of your home. You will read all about how 
ELEMENTS makes the working life of top-notch musicians 
easier and what ELEMENTS’ line array technology can 
do for you. Simply go to www.hkaudio.com, click Catalog 
Orders, and select the desired issue of myElements. 
In a few days, it will be yours to enjoy at home. It’s that 
ingeniously simple.
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Some two years ago HK Audio unveiled an ingeniously 
simple and simply ingenious concept in sound 
reinforcement - ELEMENTS. Lothar Stamer, CEO 
and head of R&D, talks about the technology and the 
sometimes rocky road to its fruition.

Q: Mr. Stamer, what sparked the development of 
ELEMENTS?
Lothar Stamer: We had wanted to build a system like 
ELEMENTS for a very long time. Our goal was to come 
up with a sound reinforcement solution that adapts 
conveniently to the many different needs of musicians 
and demands of venues. What’s more, it would have 
to be easy to transport and set up. But a system with 
conventional, horn-loaded cabinets only scales up or 
down to a limited extent, if at all.

Q: Why is that?
Lothar Stamer: It’s in the nature of their design. Cabinets 
cannot be stacked or arrayed side by side at will without 
creating phase cancellations that have a tremendously 
adverse impact on sound quality.

Q: How did you work around this problem?
Lothar Stamer: Logic dictated that we go with line array 
technology, which we had been using for quite some 
time for large PAs such as COHEDRA and COHEDRA 
Compact.

Q: Can you explain to us in a few words what a line 
array is all about?
Lothar Stamer: A line array exploits a physical 
phenomenon whereby adjacent speakers form a common 
wave front - specialists call this a coherent wave front. 
The speakers’ diameter and distance from each other 
determines how far up the frequency range this effect 
reaches - the smaller the speaker and closer the distance, 
the higher the peak frequency. The line array’s advantage 
over several point sources that interfere with one another 
is that it creates a single, consistent line source that 
delivers purer sound with far greater efficiency. Put 
simply, you have to put in a lot less power to get out a lot 
more sound.

Q: So an ELEMENTS mid/high unit actually constitutes 
a line array?
Lothar Stamer: In principle, the four vertically arrayed 
wide-range speakers are indeed a line array. However, the 
typical line array effect is not audible until you combine 
two E435s or use one E835. This effect increases 
exponentially with the length of the line; that is, by 
distance squared.

Q: So the mid/high units' configuration as a line array 
is what makes ELEMENTS so flexible?
Lothar Stamer: It’s certainly a key factor – in acoustical 
terms, only line sources are truly scalable!

Q: Does line array technology offer any other benefits 
to the customer?

Lothar Stamer: Quite a few actually. The individual 
components are very easy to transport and may be mixed 
and matched almost at will. What’s more, a line array 
spreads sound far more evenly throughout the auditorium, 
especially higher frequencies, which drop off far more 
sharply with conventional systems. The same goes for 
sound pressure levels. Consequently, vocals and speech 
are far more intelligible even at greater distances with 
ELEMENTS.

Q: So what’s up with the new array of eight units?
Lothar Stamer: The new type E835 mid/high units and of 
course the new E 210 Sub AS subwoofer make it much 
easier to assemble large setups. The largest ELEMENTS 
system now delivers 4.2 kilowatts, and with just ten 
components and minimum cabling effort at that. 

Q: ELEMENTS mid/high units are loaded with four 3.5" 
speakers. On the face of it, it seems unlikely that they 
are able to render the entire spectrum down to the 
frequency where subwoofers kick in. What’s the trick?
Lothar Stamer: This wide-range speaker is indeed one of 
the milestone achievements on the road to ELEMENTS. 
We spent nearly two years researching it in a joint effort 
with our long-standing partner Celestion, one of the 
world’s most experienced manufactures in this field. We 
developed, tested, and measured many prototypes until 
we finally ended up with the version we have now. 

Q: What were the biggest challenges?
Lothar Stamer: For one, there was the issue you had 
touched on, the width of the frequency band. ELEMENTS 
has to deliver the most linear frequency response possible 
across the entire spectrum, regardless of whether it as 
operating at its limits or merely rendering background 
music at moderate levels. For the other, this breed of 
speaker has to be tough enough to take some real 
punishment. We had to start practically from scratch 
to pack all the essential properties into one speaker. 
Everything about this speaker, from the cone and 
suspension system to the magnet and lightweight design, 
is a high-end, custom job.

Q: The ingenious E-Connect coupling system surely 
took some serious development effort.
Lothar Stamer: You’re absolutely right. E-Connect 
required some real problem-solving because this type 
of system has to provide a firm connection without a lot 
of play, yet it has to plug in smoothly and easily. These 
conflicting properties demand mechanisms that are to 
some extent at odds. 
 
Reconciling all these factors was anything but a trivial 
task. Also, the signal bus required a lot of development 
effort. After all, we wanted a reliable system that will keep 
on working flawlessly even after a thousand gigs.

Q: Mr. Stamer, the ELEMENTS subwoofer certainly 
looks small.
Lothar Stamer: But it certainly delivers big sound, doesn’t it?

Compact, modular and powerful
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Lothar Stamer is the CEO and
head of R&D at HK Audio.

Q: Yes, and that’s absolutely amazing! 
How do you do it?
Lothar Stamer: We have gained a great deal of experience 
with ultra compact subwoofers over the years. Again, the 
speaker is a key component. We use a custom-designed 
10" speaker that – when placed in the right enclosure – 
delivers very dynamic and tight low-end response. The 
ELEMENTS subs have other advantages such as their 
light weight and modular design. Extending the low end is 
easy - simply add more passive or active units.

Q: So what happens if the situation demands 
extremely low ranging performance?
Lothar Stamer: Then the new Subwoofer E210 Sub AS 
gets the job done well. It is equipped with not one but two 
class-D power amps. The first delivers 1200 watts to drive 
the two internal 10" woofers. It also has sufficient reserves 
to drive another passive type L Sub 1200 subwoofer. The 
second power amp also provides 1200 watts and 
can drive up to three arrays of eight units. 
The large system with six E835 mid/high 
units and four subs has to be heard to 
be believed. 

Q: If line array technology offers 
so many benefits, can we expect 
to be seeing more of it from 
HK Audio?
Lothar Stamer: As our new 
components attest, ELEMENTS 
certainly occupies a special 
place in our product portfolio. 
And everyone who knows us 
also knows we have never 
rested on our laurels for 
long.
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FAQ

Q: Usually it’s just me and my keyboard on stage.  
So what’s the best place to set up my mono system? 
A: The most advantageous spot for your ELEMENTS rig is 
at the left or right edge of stage. Turn it in slightly towards 
the auditorium. This minimizes adverse reflections off 
walls and provides the best coverage for your audience.

Q: I want the sound to be louder on the dance floor 
than in the rest of the venue. How do I achieve this? 
A: You don’t have to exploit ELEMENTS’ ability to spread 
sound evenly throughout the room if you prefer to focus 
on a certain area. All you have to do to concentrate its 
highest SPL on this area is turn the speakers towards it 
or set up the system at the edge of it and centered on the 
dance floor.

Q: If I drive just one mid/high unit with the EA600 amp 
module, does this still give me the full 600 watts of 
power? 
A: No. An E 435’s impedance is 16 ohms. The amp 
module has a total power of 600 watts at 4 ohms and 
delivers 150 watts to this load – which is precisely the 
amount just one E 435 can take. The impedance is 8 
ohms with two mid/high units connected, and the power 
amp delivers 300 watts. So you have to connect four mid/
high units to achieve the full 600 watts.

Q: I regularly play to audiences of varying size. 
Is it better to always work with the large subs for 
bigger gigs?
A: As a rule, you can also cover bigger gigs with several 
small subwoofers. The advantage of using small 
components is that they’re easier to transport and give 
you greater flexibility in your setup options. They let you 
configure stereo stacks, a mono block or even a bass 
array. And you can always leave two small subwoofers at 
home for smaller gigs.
On the other hand, it takes less time to cable up systems 
with large subwoofers and you don’t need outboard amps 
to drive a larger array of mid/high units. The big subs also 
pack a mightier low-end punch.

Q: I’m a little confused: Is an E835 identical to two 
E435s? And if yes, why bother to build the one if two of 
the other will do?
A: An E835 is in fact the acoustical and electronic 
equivalent of two E435s. And these two mid/high units 
can connected give a power amp with sufficient juice. 
The eight-speaker mid/high unit was developed to make 
it easier to set up larger ELEMENTS systems because 
you have a lot less components to deal with. On the other 
hand, the small mid/high units offer you the advantage of 
being able to configure ELEMENTS very flexibly.

Q: I don’t see any tweeters in the ELEMENTS mid/high 
unit, so where do the high frequencies come from?
A: ELEMENTS is loaded with wide-range speakers that 
were engineered to maximize the line array effect and 
render high frequencies. The smaller the loudspeakers, 

the higher their frequency response:  Equipped with a 
custom-developed 3.5” speaker, the mid/high unit renders 
frequencies from 140 to 20,000 Hz (-10 dB, via a built-in 
active crossover).

Q: What happens if I set an amp module on top of the 
E 110 Sub A?
A: This can be safely done because the EA 600 routes its 
speaker signal via the top E-Connect and the separate 
Speakon port. Otherwise two amps would be operating at 
odds, which would destroy the electronic parts. In other 
words, the EA 600’s bottom E-Connect coupler serves 
merely as a mechanical connector. 

Q: How should I set the Sensitivity selector on the  
Sub A?
A: As the name suggests, the Sensitivity selector matches 
the system’s input sensitivity to the signal source’s output 
level. Use +4dBu when this source is a mixing console. It 
may seem that this degrades the system’s performance 
because the volume will be somewhat lower, but this is 
not the case. This setting actually increases dynamic 
range to make the most of the mixing console’s range and 
fader control more precise.
Some DJ consoles furnish much weaker output levels. In 
this case, we recommended that you step up ELEMENTS’ 
input sensitivity. If the system starts clipping, the input 
sensitivity setting is too high.

Q: What purpose do the filters in the amp module 
serve?
A: The filter setups in the amp and subwoofer serve to 
linearize the radiated frequency range as the array length 
increases. It’s the same principle as in every big line array: 
These filters ensure the audio image remains consistent 
as the system grows larger.

Q: Can I work with ELEMENTS in a light drizzle?
A: No powered speakers of any kind should be operated 
under the open sky when it is raining. The danger of 
moisture penetrating the amp’s housing is just too great. 
And nobody wants an event to end abruptly because of 
defective amps. 

Q: What happens if water gets into the top mid/high 
unit - will it be short-circuited?
A: It may, which is why cover panels designed to protect 
the top speakers are factory-included.

Q: Is it possible to turn one of the four mid/high units in 
to use it as a monitor?
A: Perhaps as a makeshift solution. However, this will 
adversely affect signal quality and the sound that goes 
out to the audience will suffer for it. Every mid/high unit 
that is turned towards another direction affects the array’s 
response. This degrades or even defeats the line-array 
effect (if the 2nd or 3rd mid/high unit is turned off axis). In 
any case, monitors need to be addressed via a separate 
signal path to provide the desired mix to each musician.
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ELEMENTS 

Soft Bag

This padded bag accommodates any combination of four mid/ 

high units or amp modules, for example, three mid/ high units 

and one amp module. You can also easily tuck a speaker pole 

in the bag.

ELEMENTS is not only a cinch to set up, it’s also phenomenally easy to transport. Tailored to fit the system’s six components like a 
glove, three types of high-quality gig bags are available to tote rigs of every configuration comfortably from point A to point B. Practical 
and robust, they are made of tough water-repellent nylon.

Accessories

ELEMENTS

Base Bag

The EF 45 base fi ts perfectly in this tote bag/ over-the-

shoulder holder.

ELEMENTS 

Subwoofer Cover

Subwoofers are rarely handled with velvet gloves, so this cover 

provides twice the padding to protect active and passive subs 

especially effectively against damage in transit.

Technical Specifi cations

E 435 E 835 EA 600 E 110 Sub A E210 Sub AS E 110 Sub E 435 Install Kit E 435 A Install Kit

Power handling, nominal 150W RMS @ 16Ω 300W RMS @ 8 Ω - - 250W RMS @ 10 Ω 300W RMS @ 
8 Ω *

150W RMS @ 16Ω 

Continuous power per 
channel 

- 600W Class D 
@ 4 Ω 

600W Class D 
@ 4 Ω

1,200W Class D 
@ 4 Ω (Subs) / 
1,200W Class D @ 
4 Ω (Mid/High)

- 600W Class D 
@ 4 Ω

Frequency response 
-10 dB

140 Hz – 20 kHz, 
via active system 
fi lter

140 Hz – 20 kHz, 
via active system 
fi lter

- 45 Hz – 150 Hz, 
via active system 
x-over

38Hz – 150Hz 
via active system 
x-over

45 Hz – 150 Hz, 
via active system 
x-over

140 Hz – 20 kHz 
via controller

140 Hz – 20 kHz, 
via active system 
fi lter

Nominal impedance 16 Ω 8 Ω - 10 Ω 8 Ω 10 Ω 8 Ω 16 Ω

Axial sensitivity 1 W @ 
1m ****

97 dB 100 dB - - - 100 dB 97 dB*** 

Subwoofer amp - - 1 x 600W / 
Class-D @ 4 Ω

1,200W / Class-D 
@ 4 Ω

-

Active protective 
circuits

- RMS limiter, 
subsonic fi lter;
DC, load, & 
thermal (temp.- 
controlled fan)

RMS limiter, 
subsonic fi lter;
DC, load, & 
thermal (temp.- 
controlled fan)

RMS limiter, 
subsonic fi lter;
DC, load, & 
thermal temp.- 
controlled fan)

- RMS limiter, 
subsonic fi lter;
DC, load, & 
thermal (temp.- 
controlled fan)

Input sensitivity - + 4 dBu / -10 dBu 
(switchable)

+ 4 dBu / -10 dBu 
(switchable)

+ 4dBu - + 4 dBu / -10 dBu 
(switchable)

Connectors 1 x E-Connect In
1 x E-Connect Out

1 x E-Connect In
1 x E-Connect Out

1 x XLR Combo In 
1 x XLR Through 
1 x Speakon 
Parallel Out
1 x E-Connect Out

1 x XLR Combo In 
1 x XLR Through
1 x Speakon 
Parallel Out
2 x E-Connect Out

1 x XLR Combo In 
1 x XLR Through 
2 x Speakon-Out 
1 x SUB + 1 x Mid/
High
2 x E-Connect Out

1 x Speakon-In 
1 x Speakon-Out
1 x E-Connect Out

1 x 1/4" (6.3 mm) 
In jack

1 x XLR Combo In 
1 x XLR Through 
1 x Speakon 
Parallel Out

Speakers 4 x 3.5" broadband 8 x 3.5" broadband - - - 8 x 3.5" broadband 4 x 3.5" broadband

Woofer - - 1 x 10" 
(2” voice coil)

2 x 10" 
(2.5" voice coil)

1 x 10" 
(2” voice coil)

Dispersion pattern 70° horizontal 70° horizontal - - - 70° horizontal 70° horizontal

Corner frequency, 
passive x-over

140 Hz, 12 dB/oct. 140 Hz, 12 dB/oct. - - - 140 Hz, 12 dB/oct. 140 Hz, 12 dB/oct.

Pole mount - - 2 x E-Connect 2 x E-Connect 1 x E-Connect

Dimensions (W x H x D) 11 x 38 x 12 cm 
(excl. E-Connect 
sleeves)

11 x 72 x 12 cm 
(excl. E-Connect 
sleeves)

11 x 38 x 12 cm 
(excl. E-Connect 
sleeves)

30 x 48 x 46 cm 38 x 66.8 x 56 cm 30 x 48 x 46 cm 11 x 80.5 x 12 cm 
(incl. mounting 
brackets)

11 x 80.5 x 12 cm 
(incl. mounting 
brackets)

Weight 2.35 kg, 5.2 lbs 4.5 kg, 9.9 lbs 2.75 kg, 6 lbs 19 kg, 41.8 lbs 32 kg, 70.6 lbs 16.5 kg, 36.4 lbs 5.2 kg, 11.5 lbs 5.6 kg, 12.3 lbs

*) extendable with up to four E 435s or two E 835s depending on the amp’s minimum impedance   **) extendable with three E 435s or one E 435 + one E 835    ***) with one E 435   ****) half-space
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